A Chocolate shortage?

Problem

1

What
When

Problem(s)
Date
Different, unusual, unique

Where

Facility, site
Task being performed

Possible chocolate shortage
Ongoing
Increased demand of chocolate
Cocoa farms and chocolate production facilities
Growing and producing chocolate

Impact to the Goals
Economic
Customer Service
Production/ Schedule

2

Increase in price of cocoa
Potential shortage of chocolate
Potential shortage of cocoa grown

Chocolate Makers Warn Demand Exceeds Supply
Chocolate is one of the most beloved foods, but it may be becoming a little too popular. Major
chocolate makers have warned of a possible chocolate shortage looming in the near future.

Analysis

Potential
shortage of
chocolate

Goal Impacted

Supply not
increasing
enough to meet

"Chocolate deficits, whereby farmers produce less
cocoa than the world eats, are becoming the norm.
Already, we are in the midst of what could be the longest
streak of consecutive chocolate deficits in more than 50
years."
-Ferdman, Roberto A. "The World’s Biggest Chocolatemaker Says We’re Running out of Chocolate." The
Washington Post, 15 Nov. 2014.
Customer
Service Goal
Impacted

3

Basic Cause-and-Effect

Difficult growing
conditions

The end result of higher demand for chocolate will likely be
further increases in the price of chocolate. It’s also likely that
chocolate-makers will continue to develop candy that includes
non-chocolate ingredients such as nuts, raisins or nougats to
meet the demand for treats using less actual chocolate.
Farmers are also working to develop new strains of cocoa that
are resistant to disease and drought and/or produce more
cocoa per plant which would increase the supply of cocoa.
For a free copy of our Root Cause Analysis Template in
Microsoft Excel, used to create this page, visit our web site.

Evidence:

Increase in
demand for dark
chocolate

The chocolate shortage is a classic
example of supply and demand in action.
The demand for cocoa is rising at the
same time that the supply is dropping.
The price consumers are paying for
chocolate is already increasing and likely
to get significantly higher if these trends
continue.

Demand for
cocoa
increasing
Evidence: Statements by
large chocolate
companies.

More Detailed Cause Map Add detail as information becomes available.

Economic Goal
Impacted

Potential
shortage of
chocolate
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AND

Overall demand
for chocolate
products
increasing

People
consuming more
chocolate

AND

More people are
consuming
chocolate

Demand for
cocoa exceeds
supply

Disease is
impacting
harvest

AND

Difficult growing
conditions

AND

Drought
AND

Cause Mapping is a Root Cause Analysis method that captures basic
cause-and-effect relationships supported with evidence.

Cause Mapping
Problem Solving • Incident Investigation • Root Cause Analysis

Step 1. 1

Problem

What's the
Problem?

Step 2.2

Analysis

Why did it
happen?

Solutions

Evidence: It is becoming increasingly
common to include chocolate in a
wider variety of foods such as savory
gourmet dishes, liquor and breakfast
cereal.

Evidence: Chocolate is being
introduced to new markets, such
as in Asia where consumption is
rapidly increasing.

Evidence: Cocoa prices
have increased by
more than 60% since
2012.

Production/
Schedule Goal
Impacted

Step 3.3

More products
using chocolate

Evidence: Average
chocolate bars contain
about 10% cocoa while dark
chocolate bars are usually
closer to 70%.

Increase in price
of cocoa

Investigate Problems. Prevent Problems.
281-412-7766

Cause

Potential
shortage of
cocoa grown

Solutions

Houston, Texas

Cacao (Theobroma cacao)
Posted on Wikipedia by
Luisovalles (own work)

Solution:

Effect

Basic Level Cause Map - Start with simple Why questions.

Cause Map

What will be
done?

Supply not
increasing
enough to meet
demand
Evidence: In 2013,
about 70,000 metric tons
more cocoa was
consumed than
produced.

Responding to
changing growing
conditions is
difficult

Evidence: The International Cocoa
Organization estimates that frosty
pod has impacted between 3040% of the world's cocoa
production.

Evidence: The majority of the
world's cocoa is grown in West
Africa which has had drier than
normal weather in recent years.

Developing
high-performing
chocolate trees
is challenging

AND

Farmers are
changing to
other crops

Frosty pod
fungus

Takes years for
chocolate trees
to mature
Difficult growing
conditions

Other crops are
more profitable

AND

Price paid for
cocoa too low?

See Same
Cause

